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ABSTRACT 

 

Purpose The objective of this study is to construct the procedure of business case analysis for 

rapid productisation. The paper studies the practice of business case analysis to aid 

collaborative decision making between product management and sales management. 

Design/Methodology The research is qualitative and constructive in nature. We studied 

relevant literature and conducted an exploratory case study. Primary data was collected by 

semi-structured interviews. Business case analysis procedure for rapid productisation is 

constructed based on the literature study and the interview data analysis. 

Findings A state of the art practice of analysing rapid productisation opportunities is 

described. Such an analysis includes estimating and calculating revenue and costs, and 

checking strategic fit. Especially it includes considering the importance of the customer and 

the sales case in the revenue side, and project cost and resource reallocation cost. In 

addition, cost structure and market potential are estimated for the items that decided to 

include into global portfolio. 

Originality/Value This study provides insight of the co-operation between sales, R&D and 

product management in building business case for rapid productisation. The results of the 

study are applicable for benchmarking similar industrial practices. The study contributes to 

the research of order delivery process and new product development in the area of rapid 

productisation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

To succeed in competition, companies need to offer products and services which meet the 

diverse needs of customers and market (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008; Henard and Slymanski, 

2001). An efficient way to provide wide product portfolio is mass customisation, which relies 

heavily on configurable and modular products (Hvam et al., 2008; Kratochvi´l and Carson, 

2005). However, needs may evolve and new opportunities rise after products are launched. In 

case of modular product structure, companies could respond by changing or redesigning 

product modules on the fly. The context of this study is limited to the process of introducing 
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that kind of changes in existing products to serve sales and order-delivery process. The focus 

of the study is in business case analysis for such rapid productisation. 

  

Business case analysis is common practice for analysing and defining potential investments 

(Keen and Digrius, 2002; Randall et al., 2012). Its main goal is to demonstrate, in a rational 

way, the true business value of potential investment. According Keen and Digrius (2002) 

business case analysis describes business reasons why or why not specific investment options 

should be selected. Ultimately, productisation is driven by intent to create successful products 

and profitable business. The same drivers must be employed in business case analysis for 

productisation (Kinnunen et al., 2011). 

 

Rapid productisation is widely utilised industrial practice especially in business to business 

companies. Typically, managers describe rapid productisation as an ad-hoc procedure which 

may disturb other business processes but is necessary for satisfying a customer and getting a 

new order. Compared to incremental product development (e.g. Gautam and Singh, 2008), 

rapid productisation as a customer-initiated and sales-driven process comes up unexpectedly, 

necessitates fast reaction and decision-making, and may not necessarily settle on the product 

portfolio. The more systematic procedure for rapid productisation could provide benefits and 

even competitive advantage for some companies (Hanninen et al., 2013). Literature does not 

recognise any holistic framework to recognise and analyse opportunities of rapid 

productisation. This clearly indicates a gap between literature and practice. 

 

The aim of this study is to construct a framework and procedure of business case analysis for 

rapid productisation. The aim is divided to two research questions: 

RQ1: How does business case analysis for rapid productisation differ from the 

analysis for new product development? 

RQ2: How should business case be constructed in rapid productisation? 

 

To fill the gap in literature the research questions will be answered by an exploratory case 

study. At first, relevant literature was studied in the fields of productisation and business case 

analysis to synthesise the theoretical frame for the study. Then, the case study was designed 

and primary data was collected by interviewing industrial experts involved and interested on 

this area. Then the data was analysed and the findings were discussed. Finally, we conclude 

the study by summarising the main results and findings. In our study, literature creates the 

framework but research questions are finally answered through empirical data.  

 

LITERATURE STUDY 

 

In a simplified matter, each product goes through two types of processes during its lifecycle; 

the product process and the order-delivery process. The product process includes new product 

introduction, product development, product maintenance and marketing processes while the 

order-delivery process consists of five phases: sales, procurement, manufacturing, delivery 

and service or maintenance (Saaksvuori and Immonen, 2008). The product process, the 

product creation process and the new product development process are concerned as 

synonyms with the productisation process in this study. Productisation is understood as a 

commercial function by which a company creates and updates its offering to respond a 

market opportunity and need. While the essence of any product is to satisfy customer needs 

or solve a customer problem, the purpose of productisation emphasise creating a tangible, 
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repeatable offering which is efficient to produce and deliver and easy to sell, buy and use 

(Hietala, 2004; Simula, 2008).  

 

The concept of rapid productisation is not yet well established in literature. Thus the 

definition of rapid productisation requires critical examination from two different process 

viewpoints. At first, the productisation process defines, designs and develops new products to 

the product portfolio (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). Secondly, the order-delivery process 

which defines how individual products are sold, manufactured and delivered to the customer, 

and maintained after sales (Chung et al., 2007; Saaksvuori and Immonen, 2008). Within this 

viewpoint, it may be beneficial discuss about stock and delivery items instead of products in 

general.  

 

Business case analysis in new product development 

 

New product development (NPD) is a key process for companies in seeking business success. 

Strong business-orientation is very apparent in NPD literature for example through gate 

criteria (Carbonell-Foulquie et al., 2004; Hart et al., 2003; Ronkainen ,1985). Typically, the 

starting phase of an NPD process is employed to both screen out the ideas with weak business 

potential and prioritise ideas with strong business potential. For example, Cooper (2001, 

2007) describes the first NPD phase as scoping which contains preliminary market, technical 

and financial assessment as well as a rudimentary quick check of the business rationale and 

financial prospects of the project. Similar issues may be checked preceding the formal NPD 

process. Koen et al. (2001) proposes business case development during front end of 

innovation based on estimates of market potential, customer needs, investment requirements, 

competitor assessments, technology unknowns and overall project risk. 

 

Business case is prepared during early phases of NPD to aid decision-making whether to 

invest resources for a development project (Otto and Wood, 2001). According Cooper (2001) 

the business case has three main components: 

1) Product and project definition. Whom the product will be targeted at and what the 

product will be? Define benefits, features, and design requirements of the product.  

2) Product justification. Why should a company invest in a project? It includes a review 

of financial, profitability and risk considerations. Also nonfinancial considerations, 

such as strategic rationale, competitive advantage, leverage and market attractiveness, 

should be included. 

3) Project plan. How and by whom the path from development to launch is taken?  It 

may be formulated as a critical path plan including schedule, the launch date and 

required resources – money, people, and equipment. 

 

An important precondition for business case analysis is the existence of past financial 

information or analogous product data. Otherwise, the data must be extrapolated from a 

similar or analogous product, or rough estimates of product layouts. The cost data must be 

established considering the marketplace: e.g. unit costs and sales volume curves, dependence 

on other products or systems of the customers. (Otto and Wood, 2001). 

 

Business case analysis in new product development may be too laborious and extensive to be 

used in rapid productisation. All the required data for different business case elements, 

namely market assessment, technical assessment, strategic fit and financial analysis, might 
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not be available or not relevant (Kinnunen et al., 2011). For example, rapid productisation 

does not include thorough technical assessment because totally new technologies are too 

risky to productise rapidly, uncertainties must be manageable and technical solution must be 

defined quickly. Market assessment for rapid productisation is more sales-driven excluding a 

thorough market study. However, customer value may be evaluated similarly, and potentially 

market assessment provides similar outcome data. Strategic fit must be straight-forward to 

check quickly in case of rapid productisation. Finally, financial analysis is quite similar in 

both cases since it includes calculating and synthesising financial value into few key business 

performance indicators, such as return of investment (ROI) and net profit.  

 

Instead of NPD business case analysis, rapid productisation business case analysis may be 

more similar to business consideration during the front end or the very first phase of NPD 

process. E.g. Cooper (2001) defines that as scoping phase which includes issues such as to 

check any market prospects, potential and requirements; technical feasibility, solutions and 

risks. Still, NPD literature does not provide any means to analyse a sales case or evaluate an 

order from either a customer or a company viewpoint.  

 

Order delivery process and rapid productisation 

 

Companies’ current customer order point (COP) and order delivery process set the context 

for rapid productisation (Hvam et al., 2008). Rapid productisation does not fit all kind of 

delivery modes. In case of engineer-to-order delivery mode, all delivered products are 

productised or tailored for customers and rapid productisation is not a necessary option. In 

contrary, the make-to-stock delivery mode focus on efficient operations with existing stock 

items excluding any new specifications for orders (Chung et al., 2007). Thus rapid 

productisation is not a meaningful option for companies which current delivery mode is 

make-to-stock. Nevertheless, rapid productisation fits for the companies that have adopted 

modular product structure and use the configure-to-order delivery mode. In that mode 

products are built from standard parts and modules, and possible variants are specified by a 

configurator according predefined configuration rules (Hvam et al., 2011). If available 

configurations do not satisfy customer rapid productisation can be initiated to redesign or 

change existing modules to meet customer needs. In addition to productisation challenges this 

is an exception case for sales and current order-delivery process.  

 

From order delivery process viewpoint, rapid productisation cases could be processed by 

order partitioning and hybrid mode of product delivery (Rafiei and Rabbani, 2011) or by 

bringing forward the customer order point (COP) from the current mode of delivery, e.g. 

from variant selection to configure to order (e.g. Hvam et al., 2008) Each order which include 

rapid productisation increases product variety from the order delivery viewpoint. Increased 

variety may be necessary to keep customers satisfied and to increase sales. However, it may 

disturb the normal order delivery process and include hidden costs related to the process. 

Thus, complete picture of the costs and benefits of variety should be known to assess the true 

profitability of rapid productisation (Ward et al., 2010) An example of case evaluation 

including order delivery process issues, namely variety cost-benefit calculator, is described 

by Ward et al. (2010).  
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METHODOLOGY 

 

This research is a qualitative case study in nature. The study applies an explorative and 

constructive research approach. The research process is illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The research process 
 

Case study design included creating a semi-structured interview questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was sent in advance to the interviewees to aid their preparing. The data was 

gathered through semi-structured interviews. Seven highly-experienced business managers 

engaged to rapid productisation were interviewed in six different companies. Interviews were 

recorded and transcribed to ensure thorough analysis. The transcriptions and interview 

summaries were sent to the interviewees to correct any misunderstandings. The interview 

data was collected during August 2011. In addition to the interview data and literature study, 

also secondary data was collected including business case documentations in two companies, 

discussions with experts and meeting minutes. 

 

The interview data was analysed to provide a picture on rapid productisation business case in 

general and piece-by-piece as perceived by company managers. The secondary data sources 

were used to enhance understanding, support analysis and validate findings.  

 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

The results are described by presenting relevant excerpts from the interview data. Table 1. 

provides managerial perceptions on business case in general and go through in a more 

detailed way one of the key issues of any business case that is named as profitability analysis. 
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Table 1. Managers’ perceptions on business case and profitability analysis 

 

Issue Excerpts from interview data 

Perceptions 

on business 

case 

A) ”It is a document” – “ Combined with an offer business case indicates an 

acceptable price” 

B) “Business case becomes after calculating monetary value. Otherwise it is 

a mere case.” 

“It is an analysed and documented team effort to aid managerial decision 

making” 

C) ”Business case is a payback plan.” – “Business case is done for the 

company in collaboration between a product manager and a sales 

representative. Sales intend to make a deal and their task is to calculate 

break-even point of a sales case. Product managers intend to create a 

commercial product and their task is to consider business case for the 

solution. 

D) “Business case consists of two sections: sales plan and cost plan. Sales 

plan includes product sales during its predicted lifecycle and impact on 

sales of other products. Cost plan includes costs ” 

E) “It is a justification for why to initiate a case. They are used for 

prioritisations.” 

Profitability 

analysis  

A) ” As a part of price determination, profitability is a type of NPV (net 

present value) calculation " – "A customer variant is not always 

profitable. It may be necessary to make it in order to win a big deal where 

the benefit comes standard blocks.” 

B) “Profitability assessment depends on the size of the project and the 

customer." – "Calculation can be based an internal price compared to the 

invoiced price and related costs.” 

C) “For customer variant requests we have a good formula for calculating 

cost of changes and implementation lead time.” – “Finance and Control 

organisation provides manufacturing cost and total cost of products.”  – 

"In negotiations the profitability is calculated quite efficiently by Sales 

Simulation system which collects fact-based information from different 

places." 

D) “Globally defined, cost-based transfer prices are the starting point for 

pricing by a sales team.” 

"Depending on the state of negotiations, certain products may take a loss 

and certain products may make profit in the same deal. Finding out the 

profitability of an individual deal, sales item or product in the global 

business may be challenging." 

E) In that case, a sales representative assesses whether marginal income is 

adequate. Typically it is very short profitability analysis focusing only to 

the project in hand.” 

F) "It is a pretty basic business thing to consider the expenses and income." 

Managers perceive business case as  

- being a document and justification for the case 

- aiding decision-making  

- including essentially calculation of monetary value 
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The perceptions on business case are quite consistent with our findings from literature. 

Instead, profitability analysis seems to vary more from a company to other. This may 

illustrate the fact that rapid productisation concerns different kind of changes in different 

products. An interesting point is the co-operation between sales representatives and product 

management. They may form a core team related to business case analysis in rapid 

productisation. 

 

The relevant quotations on delivery capability and product portfolio consistency issues are 

presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Business case issues related to rapid productisation 

 

Issue Excerpts from interview data 

Delivery 

capability  

A) "Delivery organisation is responsible for deliveries. Assessing team has always 

someone involved from that organisation.” 

B) “It is left for the project manager’s or team leader’s shoulders.” 

C) "There is a clear process for that in case of a variant request.” – "If a request 

concerns a case of not having ability to deliver, the process is bypassed and 

relevant teams are assigned to consider how to deliver.”  

D) “Practically, ability to deliver means three issues: purchasing, logistics and 

manufacturing capability. In case of new third party item, the owner of the 

product must be found to discuss how to deliver.” –”At worst, it is not verified 

when a deal is agreed.” 

E) “It is assessed as a collaboratively by a business consultant and a sales 

representative. Of course they discuss with R&D and project team consider is it 

realism to get that capability.” 

F) “Capacity is an issue which must be considered especially in SMEs”    

Consistency 

with 

product 

portfolio  

A) “The aim is to build an individual commercial product” 

B) “It is very important also in customer-specific applications to make as generic 

solutions as possible.” – “There must be some policy to manage this.” 

C) “It has to be completely in line with our product portfolio.” – “Global product 

and its variants are always managed same way from the viewpoint of product 

hierarchy and product lifecycle management.” 

D) “Product master data and portfolio structure data determine its compatibility 

rules. Which similar products this is compatible with and how it can be 

combined with other products." 

E) “It is an informal activity and there are not supporting processes.” 

F) “Generally, there are many business issues to consider of what to include in the 

portfolio. Does the existing product structure provide possibility to combine a 

solution for the problem or market? 

 

Delivery capability is a crucial element behind a credible business case analysis for rapid 

productisation since the customer is expecting to know the delivery time. Nevertheless, the 

research data indicates that it may not belong to the analysis. Thus, delivery information may 

be provided by a separate delivery capability analysis or delivery project plan. Consistency 

with the product portfolio instead seems to be an essential part of business case analysis that 

must be included. 
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Productisation has strategic role in most companies, and product creation includes always 

risks. Table 3. presents quotations on these nonfinancial considerations. 

 

Table 3. Strategy and risk considerations in rapid productisation 

 

Issue Excerpts from interview data 

Business 

strategy  

A) “Assessed by business leaders.” 

B) “Short-term and long-term key areas where the focus and which things are 

emphasised right now. Of course things come from customer interface, but the 

decisions are made at the top.” 

C) “Strategy must be clear in terms of whether to make new variants or not.” – “In 

most cases strategy consideration is not relevant but there may be cases where 

strategy affects very strongly.”  

D) "Is the business strategy only to have a global product portfolio or also how 

much is local productisation allowed?" –"Business strategy belongs to senior 

management" 

E) “Subcontracting is a relevant option if a request is out of strategic scope.” 

Risk 

analysis 

A) “Risk analysis is part of the sales process and depends on the size of client. 

Sales representative must be able to justify why the client is worth of 

investment.” 

B) “For example, delivery risks are analysed e.g. possible component delivery 

problems.” – “ The account process includes risk analysis to clarify the 

financial standing of a client.” 

C) "The normal risks which relates to productisation and running business. Profit 

risk - Is the cost structure of product known to determine the correct price? Is it 

known from where the product is sourced, who does supply it and how it is 

delivered? Also warranty issues, e.g. hardware service and associated costs. " 

D) “Project team is primarily responsible for risks and delivery.” 

E) “Risk related to a possible partner. In principle, all the basic business risks.” 

 

Strategic discussion has at least two levels related to rapid productisation. In the higher level, 

rapid productisation is either decided to accept or not as a business practice. This must be 

clear for sales representatives. In the lower business case level, strategic fit need to be 

considered with each rapid productisation business case. A common understanding seems to 

be that mostly the strategy is not an issue in business case analysis but potentially there may 

be cases where it is a crucial issue. Strategy consideration may affect strongly to the portfolio 

analysis, without strategic fit the case may never end up to the portfolio.  

 

Although risks are always present in productisation, the research data indicates that they may 

not belong to the business case analysis as an individual element. Business case itself can be 

seen as a tool to manage business risks since it predicts business consequences of the case 

including cost and revenue estimations.  

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Business case is such a generic concept which any business-minded manager can produce, 

understand and utilise in decision making. Typically, business cases analysis practises are 

applied for the company specific needs and the practises vary a lot e.g. the level of formality, 
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is it personal or team effort etc. Some companies consider their analysis practise even as a 

source of competitive advantage since it potentially helps selective decision-making and 

succeed in setting profitable price level. Business case analysis as a systematical procedure is 

motivated by an intent to know true business value of potential investment. The procedure 

includes gathering relevant and trusted data, analysing the data in rational way, calculating 

predictable business consequences and synthesising the results to the formal business case 

document. This kind of procedure ignores personal, managerial and orgasational relationships 

as well as cultural issues which, in turn, may affect strongly to actual analysis in companies. 

Table 4. illustrates how does business case analysis for rapid productisation position itself in 

relation to the responding analysis for new product development. 

 

Table 4. Business case analysis for rapid productisation in relation to the analysis for 

NPD  

Content similarities 

- Necessitates development project 

plan 

- Analysis of item cost structure / unit 

cost 

- Financial assessment / calculations 

- Market potential analysed if the item 

is included in portfolio 

Content differences 

- Strategic fit is mainly connected to 

the portfolio decision 

- Start from a customer-specific need 

Included only in RP business case 

- Include evaluation of sales case and 

of customer ship  

- Need to analyse whether to include to 

product portfolio - strategic fit 

Lacking from RP business case 

- Technological uncertainties out of 

scope 

- No delivery capability creation cost 

(utilises existing delivery capability 

and supplier base) 

- No competitor assessment 

 

In the context of rapid productisation, business case analysis is quite straightforward. 

Explorative and constructive research approach enables to outline the principal logic and 

main issues: cost analysis; revenue estimation and strategic fit, for the procedure based on the 

research data. In Figure 2, we provide an illustrative example of business case analysis 

procedure for rapid productisation. However, adopting the procedure necessitates careful 

consideration of the organisation specific and type of business needs.  
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Figure 2. An illustrative example on business case analysis procedure for rapid 

productisation 

 
In rapid productisation decision-making is culminating in two points: 1) whether to carry out 

a potential RP case or not, and 2) whether to aim rapid productisation (RP) item only at one 

customer or at the portfolio. The example procedure flows through two phases. In the first 

round, a potential RP case is roughly analysed as a RP project to clarify related development 

and engineering costs. Based on the first-round cost-revenue comparison, the case can be 

either eliminated or analysed further from portfolio viewpoint. Analysis continues if the RP 

case includes strategic fit and is aimed at the portfolio. In the second round market potential 

of RP item is evaluated by predicting sales window and estimating price level and 

development time, sales volume and impact on portfolio sales. Similarly, the cost structure of 

RP item from operations and lifecycle viewpoint need to be clarified and calculated. Finally, 

the estimates from first and second rounds are further synthesised as business case document 

which by its nature is aiding decision makers to decide whether to carry out the RP case. In 

case the decision is to carry out rapid productisation, business case serves sales 

representatives with customer communication, RP project team and product management, 

and RP item owner or product manager in business planning. 
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Seldom companies may face exceptional rapid productisation cases which have very strong 

impact to the strategy, either as a threat or as a new opportunity. In general, business strategy 

just guide whether rapid productisation is seen as an acceptable business practice. 

Productisation carries always risk and business case analysis assists to manage business risks. 

Risk is present through all the elements and it is not a separate analysis element. Only 

potential warranty costs include a clear risk that is priced. The warranty costs are associated 

with lifetime service costs. Risks could be taken into account by calculating different cost and 

market scenarios (e.g. Otto and Wood, 2001). 

 

Business case analysis drives management to make well-informed decisions. A good question 

to be discussed is how much effort one should put on business case analysis for rapid 

productisation. It is challenging task to recognise the trade-off point after which more 

information would not anymore change the following decision. Furthermore, it is always 

possible that a strong business case does not lead to success and a weak business case would 

do. To summarise, analysis, estimation and future prediction includes always risk. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Many companies are demanded to offer wide variety of products and services to meet the 

diverse needs of customers and market. Evolving needs challenge companies’ capability to 

react quickly enough. Rapid productisation can be used to changing or redesigning product 

modules on the fly to serve sales and order-delivery process. 

 

New product business case analysis is clearly more extensive than the analysis for rapid 

productisation. For example technological uncertainties, competitive assessment and delivery 

capability creation cost are not included in business case analysis for rapid productisation. In 

turn, business case analysis for rapid productisation includes sales case analysis and portfolio 

analysis which are not part of NPD business case. 

 

Business case of rapid productisation is constructed through revenue estimation, cost analysis 

and portfolio analysis activities according to our case study. In the first phase sales case is 

evaluated to estimate the revenue, and project and engineering cost is analysed. In the second 

phase, if the rapid productisation aims at product portfolio, market potential is analysed to 

estimate the total revenue, and cost structure of RP item. Finally, all the information and data 

is synthesised into a business case document which include essentially profit expectation and 

such RP item basic data as price, ready for delivery date and volume. 

The results of this are applicable at least for companies which currently apply the configure-

to-order delivery mode. Our business case analysis procedure is limited to RP cases which 

can be as an individual item which may have own business plan. Results of this exploratory 

case study are not general but need to be applied to the company context considering 

especially used delivery mode and customer order point. Sales representatives, product 

managers and researchers interested in productisation may find our findings as benchmark 

object and could further validate the results in their contexts. Further research would include 

how to recognise the trade-off point after which more business case information would not 

change the following business decision. 
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